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The Image of Fairfield

Three's a crowd
;N

University converts freshmen doubles into triples

By Kelly DiMario
STAFF WRITER
As students return to campus for the
new semester, there are many factors
causing changes to their housing situation.
Not only are there more upperclassmen
required to live on campus but the class
of 2004 is the largest freshmen class to
ever enter the university, consisting of approximately 1000 students.
The dorms that are located in the quad
and had previously housed mainly sophomores and juniors, are now housing many
freshmen. Half of the rooms in the quad
that were only built to accommodate two
people have been converted to triples.
Freshman Krysta Henderson shares a
room in Regis with two other girls and
expresses a feeling of claustrophobia. "It's
just not comfortable. If I want to come in
to my room and crash, I can't because it's
so crowded. Beds are lofted and bunked
so there's nowhere to sit." Each room has

Photo: Paul PenneUi
Kristen Sileo, a lucky freshman, lounges in her spacious Kostka double.

three beds, two armoirs, and two
desks. "The biggest problem is not
having a desk," said Henderson.
"You're paying this much to get an
education and, you can't even study.
It's just an inconvenience."
The university sent several letters

over the course of the summer notifying the freshmen that many of the
double rooms would be converted to
triples. "The freshmen were told several times over the summer that they
would be tripled and it was made clear
at orientation so they could change their

minds," says Fran Koerting, director of
residence life. "There were still parents
upset when they arrived here though."
Approximately one hundred more freshmen than usual were accepted this year.
The big difference is that 25 percent of
those accepted decided to come to
Fairfield instead of the usual 22 percent.
The freshmen who are in triples are
receiving a $760 decrease in room and
board payments each semester until they
are moved into a normal living situation.
That is not expected until at least next semester or next year.
One of the biggest frustrations for Residence Life and the freshmen are that the
quad renovations were not completed.
"The triples are tight," admitted Koerting.
"The furniture fits but it's hard for the students to fit all their other things like stereos. I'm very impressed with the way
the freshmen approached the situation and
the way they're making it work."
Another issue confronting students is
See "Expectations" on p.4

Dolan
donates
$25M

Disgruntled beach residents aim
ordinance at F.U. students
By Glen Coffin
STAFF WRITER
As Fairfield students return from summer jobs and re-enter the classrooms, the
residents of Fairfield Beach are once again
fighting to maintain control of what has
become party central for most Fairfield
students. The ongoing struggle between
Fairfield students and the residents of
Fairfield Beach hit a high point this summer, as a new piece of legislation that
could have damaging effects on students
came before the Fairfield RTM.

Beach residents are pushing for
a new ordinance that would bring
greater punishments to students hosting parties that violate existing town
ordinances. If a house is visited by
officers twice in a six month period,
students would not only have to pay
for the violation but also for the overtime of the responding officer.
Subsequently, the students
would also be subjected to more expensive security deposits and pressure
from landlords. The Fairfield town
legislature is set to discuss this proposal on September 25th. Fairfield

/

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Houses like this one, known as the Pink Box, may soon face stricter penalties from police.

This Week...

University Student Association President Kevin Hayes, along with several
other FUSA officials have been fighting this new legislation all summer. So
far, Hayes has succeeded in delaying
any action until classes resume.
"This is just the town trying to
find another way to hurt the students,"
he said. "The town believes its intentions were good, but it is in actuality
just another way to make the students
feel-unwelcome within the community," added Hayes.
The ordinance focuses on houses
being cited twice by police officials, but
Hayes himself said that not even being
pulled over twice for speeding compels
the courts to order you to pay for the
officer's overtime. Hayes complained
that the members of the Representative
Town Meeting waited until after
Fairfield students had broke for summer recess before beginning work on
it.
"This issue has been debated, and
some on the RTM wanted to wait until
students had returned to campus to vote
on the issue," he said.
Colleen Sheridan a member of the
RTM and also an adamant opponent of
See "Noise" on p.4

By Paul Pennelli
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
The biggest donation in Fairfield University history will have a major impact
on business school students, but will also
be felt by all whom attend the university.
A large part of the $25 million gift from
Trustee Qiades F. Dotan, founder and
chairman of Cablevision, will be placed
in an endowment to create more faculty
chairs. Other endowment funds will be set
aside for student financial aid packages
and technology improvements at the business school. In addition, the donation announced Tuesday — will allow the university to complete the financing of the
acquisition of the former Conference Center in which the business school currently
resides.
And effective immediately, Fairfield
has renamed its School of Business the
Charles F. Dolan School of Business. The
See "SOB" on p.3
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New approach to parking problems
By Lori Rizzo
COMMENTARY EDITOR
Last year the disappearance of
the Canisius parking lot due to construction caused quite a commotion. This year,
subtract the campus center parking lot and
the lot behind Alumni Hall. Add color
coded signs and maintain the annual sixty
dollar car registration fee and you'll find
that most students have had just about
enough.
"There is just way too much
construction," said Jocee Bowman, '03.
"I did at first try to drive to class and I
ended up being about ten minutes late for
one of them."
"I try not to take my car out too
much," said sophomore, Richard Gruffi.
"I'm afraid I might not find a spot, there
are usually not that many."
In an attempt to cut down on
parking problems, a new color-coded system was designed for each lot. The color
of the sign must match the color of the
parking sticker that each student receives
when they register their car. The colors
vary depending on where the student
lives.
"It's not perfect," FUSA President, Kevin Hayes said about the parking situation. "But I think it's the best
we could do with what we had. The colorcoded system is working out well. It's
idiot proof."
Frank Ficko, associate director
of security said he thinks that the parking
will improve over the next two weeks,
explaining that freshman were allowed to
have vehicles for moving in purposes, but
will soon be removing them from campus.
■
■.
"There is sufficient parking to
accommodate people on this campus,"
Ficko said. "Unfortunately, they have

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Construction sites such as this one are causing a parking crunch on campus.

become spoiled. I will always guarantee a parking space on this campus, day
or night. What I can not guarantee is
the convenience of this space. One
gentleman told me he was driving
around for twenty minutes and could
not find a parking space. It would be
more practical to find a parking space
in two minutes and walk for five,"
Ficko said.
With the addition of 46 spaces
near the Levee and about 40 spots near
the athletic center, Ficko said that despite complaints, this year's parking
crunch isn't technically as bad as last
year.
'The irony of it all is that there
seems to be a few more spaces than
there were a year ago with the construction of the two lots by the pond and the
expanded faculty lot," Ficko said.
"There are more spaces than what we
had this time last year. The problem is
that people don't want to walk," he said.
The lot behind Alumni Hall,
which was originally scheduled for

completion this week, is now scheduled
to be opened next week according to
head of public relations, Doug Whiting.
"We are accommodating students by allowing them to park on the grass at the
School of Business and behind the
Walsh Athletic Center," Whiting said.
But students say they are sick of
parking problems and construction inconveniences in general.
Senior townhouse resident,
Bernadette McCabe said she doesn't like
the options. "Out of fairness to seniors,
they should allow us to park anywhere
we want. Our senior year sucks,"
McCabe said. "We don't have the
beauty of Fairfield right now and we're
not getting anything back. We didn't
have a choice (in the planning of the
construction) and we should be getting
something in return. We have absolutely
nothing."
Hayes said students are just
going to have to get used to the changes.
"You may have to park down by the
School of Business even if you have

class in Canisius," said Hayes. "You just
have to walk."
The campus transportation system has been revitalized in hopes of
making the system more reliable said
Assistant Vice President of Student Services, Jim Fitzpatrick. "The students
voiced their concerns with the inconsistency of the shuttle," Fitzpatrick said, explaining that the discussions began last
spring. "It's an attempt to better a system that wasn't running well," he said.
In order to increase efficiency,
Fitzpatrick said he decided to eliminate
the shuttle's stop into two for students
who wished to buy groceries or get off
campus. Instead, a new van was assigned specifically for this purpose so
that the shuttle buses would not have to
deviate from campus.
"As long as we tried to incorporate the town shuttle into the campus
shuttle, we were going to really short
hand the campus shuttle," Fitzpatrick
said.
Also, instead of holding the two
buses to a regimented schedule,
Fitzpatrick decided to get rid of the
schedule all together, starting two buses
from opposite ends of campus and running them continuously from 7am to
7pm.
'That bus never has a chance,"
Fitzpatrick said about the old time scheduled system. 'There was no way they
were going to be on time. They were
fighting a losing battle." So far,
Fitzpatrick reports that the buses pass
their pick up points approximately every ten to fifteen minutes.
McCabe said taking the bus is
not a valid alternative for college students. "I'm 21 years old. I shouldn't
have to get on a yellow school bus to get
to class!" McCabe said.

During the construction of the Barone Campus Center the following offices and services have moved to the following locations
#■
*■
*
*
*
¥
*
#■
¥
*•
*

ATM Machine - Canisius ground floor
Campus Center Main Office - Dolan 3rd floor study lounge
Campus Center Restrooms - Trailer outside Gonzaga Hall
Communter Student Lounge - Loyola 5
FUSA Offices-Dolan 410
Bookstore - Oak Room
Mailroom - Trailer outside Gonzaga Hall
Office of New Student Programs - Dolan 310
Snack Bar - The Levee
Sodexho Catering Offices - SOB 99
Sodexho Main Office - Campus Center main dining room

The Main Dining Room will remain in the same location and will service
the class of 2003 & 2004 during the week. Members of the class of 2001
& 2002 will be serviced in Dolan during the week.

Photo: Nick Ouimet
Student mailboxes are one of the many things moved during construction of the campus center.

A sad farewell
Many students were saddened last week when they returned to Fairfield and
learned of the untimely death of Dr. Walter G. Ryba, dean of the School of Business. He died suddenly on August 17 of a heart attact at the age of 59.
Dr. Ryba was appointed acting dean in 1997 and then dean in 1998. He was
integral in many of the improvements in the school of business, including the the
school's final approval of accreditdation by the AACSB, and its move to the former
Conference Center.
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J., University President, has named Dr. Winston Tellis
to serve as acting dean. "Dr. Ryba had a vision of what the School of Business
should aspire to and he worked tirelessly to set in motion programs that supported
that vision," Fr. Kelley said in a press release. "I am confident that Dr. Tellis, who
was both Dr. Ryba's collegue and friend, will continue to move the School in that
direction."
"I am fortunate to be supported by an outstanding and dedicated faculty," Dr.
Tellis said. "We will miss Walt a great deal, but our tribute to him is the continuing
smooth operation of the School of Business."
Dr. Ryba resided in Ridgefield with his wife Geraldine.

Photo: Public Relations
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Since campus is drying up, will
students swarm to beach?
Kristen Delaney
STAFF WRITER
Drinking. Parties until dawn. Beruit
tournaments. These elements seem to
just be part of the average college
student's weekend life. However, with
the new townhouse and apartment alcohol rulings, this may no longer be the
case at Fairfield University.
Many new alcohol policies have
been implemented since the beginning
of last year, mostly dealing with underclassmen. However, with the changing
of the judicial staff, the rulings dealing
with the upperclassman has become
more prominent.
The townhouses, formerly a haven for weekend celebrations, are required to register parties and are only
granted one keg per party. If the house

brought about the compromise of allowing one keg per party, as the council felt
that two or more "kegs were excessive,"
said Fran Koerting, Director of Residence
Life.
In addition to registering a keg, half
the house must be of age and attend TAPS
(Taking Alcohol Policies-^Seriously).
These meetings consist of a video narrating the death of a college student due to
excessive drinking, as well as a slide
show educating students of their responsibilities at the party, according to Adam
Franco, Apartment Manager.
The new apartments also must comply with these alcohol policies. They do
have slight variations however. Due to the
smaller sqaure footage of the apartments
in relation to the townhouses, parties containing 24 or more people must take place
in the common lounge area. Also, no kegs
are allowed in the apartments themselves,
but are to be used in the common room

U
People are going to drink regardless of the rulings, so it's becoming a matter of where you
want people to drink.
--Andy Greenlaw '01
is caught with more than one keg, or an a& well, according to Zach Newswanger,
unregistered keg, the students will lose Assistant Director of Residence Life.
their upper-class housing.
Already this year, the administraOver the summer, a council con- tion has carried out with their alcohol
sisting of four students and four faculty ruling: "Within the first two days of
administrators met to deal with the al- classes, two townhouses were busted for
cohol issues. Originally, kegs were to . unregistered kegs,, and, three kegs were
be banned completely. Howeyer, FUS A confiscated," Franco said. The students

Feeling like you're
at a \Js for words?
Join The Mirror,
and you'll always
stay plugged-in.
MEETING at 6PM
Thursday
Kostka Basement

lost their townhouse.
With the addition of stricter rulings
beginning last year, the administrative
tradition of trying to cut down on alcohol consumption continues. Some of last
year's rulings included that no underage
student is allowed in the presence of the
alcohol, or allowed to have alcohol paraphernalia (such as cans or bottles) present
in their rooms. Also, a point system was
implemented. The punishments are the
same, however. The point system is cumulative, so that "students can see how
close they are to [suspension] ... and is
easier for students to understand repeat
offenses," said Koerting.
However, this year, the stricter upperclassman rulings are what is causing
unrest in the student population. "The
[rules] are too overbearing," according
to Anthony Lanza '02. Junior Alison
Novotny agrees with Lanza. She said,
"Since we don't have frats or sororities
on campus, a little leeway in the alcohol
policy might not be so bad."
However, with the crack down on
the amount of alcohol allowed in the
upperclassman housing, many students
are afraid that the rate of drunk driving
will increase. "I think they should be a
little more lenient since they are cracking down on the activity at the beach and
they want to encourage people to stay on

campus. People are going to drink regardless of the rulings, so it's becoming
a matter of where you want people to
drink. Do you want people hopping in
their cars and trying to drive around town
and get alcohol or would you rather they
stayed on campus?" said senior Andy
Greenlaw.
"It's better to have kids walking
around campus drunk than driving to
parties drunk," agreed Carrie Sherwood
'02. Sherwood also feels that the students will simply turn to hard alcohol
rather than going through the hassle of
registering a keg.
The adaMBjStration, however, feels
that its deciSon will be beneficial. "It
will cut down on the alcohol in hopes of
cutting down on incidents,"
Newswanger said.
Franco offered consoling words of
advice: "If you're going to have an unregistered party, don't have a keg. If
there is no keg, and the noise level is
kept at a normal amount, we won't even
bother you.
"Apartment and Townhouse managers are not here to regulate but are here
to provide the party with assistance, such
as advice as how to control party volume, and we urge students not to be
afraid to call if the party gets out of
hand," said Franco.

SOB renamed Charles F.
Dolan School of Business

.;>;.,j vo: ins* T noDaiqo* '
Continued from p.l

name change marks the first time that
Fairfield has named one of its schools
after an individual of any kind.
FUSA President Kevin Hayes was
quick to point out that this donation will
be benefiting the university as a whole,
and that the school will not lose its liberal arts tradition. "The appearance
might be right now that a disproportionate amount of this money is going to the
Dolan School of Business," said Hayes.
"I can sympathize ... but for example,
more money is actually being spent on
the renovation of Bannow than the
[Dolan] School of Business acquisition."
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, university
president, agrees. "The students always
benefit whenever any quality of their
school is enhanced," said Fr. Kelley.
"[Fairfield] is joining an elite group of
universities which hav e named business
schools, and this donation will give us
the ability to retain and attract high-quality faculty members."
Dolan is one of the most successful
business-people in the nation. Along
with its subsidiaries, Cablevision owns
the New York Knicks of the NBA, the
New York Rangers of the NHL, Madison Square Garden, American Movie
Classics, Bravo, MSG Network, MSG
Metro Channels, News 12 and Radio
City Music Hall Entertainment.
Cablevision also owns retailers Nobody
Beats the Wiz, and offers cable television, local commercial and residential
telephone service and high-speed
Internet access. In addition, Cablevision
holds a 25-year lease on Radio City
Music Hall. Currently, Cablevision
serves 3.4 million cable customers in
metropolitan New York, Boston and
Cleveland.
The positive effects of having the
Dolan named associated with Fairfield

in such a prominent manner cannot be
understated, according to Fr. Kelley.
"Charles Dolan represents vision, imagination and integrity ... it [Dolan] is a
name that has been on the cutting edge
of many industries for rriany years."
The impact of this donation, made in
the name of both Dolan and his wife,
Helen, was immediately felt across the

Charles F. Dolan
nation upon its announcement on Tuesday. Given the donation's extreme size,
the story has so far been picked up by
several major news outlets, including
Connecticut Post, The New Haven Register and Channel 8 in New Haven.
"Helen and I are honored to contribute to Fairfield University's future and
to that of its students," said Dolan in a
press release. "The confidence of a well
grounded business education is the base
of a solid career. At Fairfield, students
have the opportunity to become leaders
and its level impact on American business will continue to grow in years to
come."
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Expectations of upperclassmen Village fall short
in Kostka/Claver
Continued from p.l
the reduction of the number of students
that are allowed to live off-campus this
year. The university is aiming to have
a maximum of 400 seniors let off campus each year. "The number of students
let off campus used to be at 400 before
class size kept getting larger," explained
Koerting. "Enrollment was 200 more
last year. We were up to letting 600 students off campus and that was too much.
We needed to build additional housing
to get back to 400."
In order to accommodate all the students living on campus the university
rushed the completion of the new Village Apartment complex in order to be
ready by the beginning of this semester.
The new apartments house 192 juniors
and seniors and are located behind

Kostka and Claver hall.
The overall reaction to the apartments
seems to be a positive one. "Overall I'm
happy," says Eric Kaul '02. It's just
brand new living. It won't be as much
of a party place as the townhouses, but
it's great having your own room."
Juniors and seniors whose lottery
numbers did not allow them to move off
campus or reside in the apartments or
townhouses were moved to Claver,
which in the past has always been a
freshmen dorm. Koerting said that the
idea behind moving the juniors into
Claver was to create an upperclassmen
village with the apartments right next
door. "We wanted to make Kostka,
Claver and the apartments all upperclassmen, but the numbers didn't work out
that way," she said. "We tried to model

Claver as close to the apartments and
townhouses as possible. The juniors
were tired of Sodexho food, and Claver
has kitchens. They also didn't want

close supervision that they would have
had in the quad. They have more freedom this way."

Noise ordinance vote to take place on Sept. 25
Continued from p.l
Fairfield student beach residents is
spearheading the support for this ordinance. "People always think Clam Jam
is the biggest problem with the beach.
If we could sleep the other nights of the
week it would be fine. Just this past
weekend I personally videotaped students walking aimlessly near the point
... they don't belong in a residential
neighborhood, she said.
Tim Healy, Fairfield University's student representative to the RTM sees this
situation as a wasted effort by the town,
and the new ordinance would simply
cost students more money without holding landlords accountable. "Ms.
Sheridan has set up a combustible rela-

tionship between the SBRA [Student
Beach Resident Association] and students by calling the police instead of
working directly with the director of offcampus housing."
According to Healy, the ordinance is
based almost word for word on a piece
of legislation currently in use in the city
of Los Angeles. "They are comparing
the town of Fairfield to the city of Los
Angeles," he said.
John Metsopholus the First Selectman for Fairfield University, has personally endorsed this piece of legislation
was also unreachable for comment.
President Hayes said he fought long
and hard against this ordinance, and he
believes that the rights of students would

be further infringed upon if this passes
into law. "Certain people will not be satisfied until all Fairfield students are
banned from the beach. This ordinance
is a major step backwards for the town
and for the university"
Hayes also points out that the University has invested a large amount of
money to keep students on campus,
money that has paid for the new apartment village, and enhanced student programs on campus. In addition, FUSA has
revised its policies concerning Clam
Jam, paying completely for all activities
and controlling the event entirely.
"Every major newspaper that covered Clam Jam last year commended us
on our efforts. We have changed so

much," Hayes added. "The Fairfield Police are paid to do their job, but being
paid overtime in order to punish students
is completely out of the question," said
Matthew Moschitta, vice president of
FUSA. "That the town is wasting time
and money that can be spent on other issues is shocking to me. They aren't looking at the entire picture here," added
Moschitta.
"We aren't out to make money for the
town here," said Sheridan. "This should
be a reminder to students. Before they
crank their stereos at 2 a.m., they should
ask themselves, is this really worth it?"

/
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BORED?
OUT OF TOUCH?
CURIOUS?
We've got your cure ...
■
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When next Thursday
can't come soon enough
A new web site from the people at The Mirror.
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Campus Life
Pulitzer Prize winner to address university
Journalist Ron Suskind is Friday's Convocation speaker
PRESSRELEASE
Ron Suskind, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of A Hope
in the Unseen: An American Odyssey
from the Inner City to the Ivy League,
will be the speaker at Fairfield
University's sixth annual fall convocation on Friday, Sept. 15, at 11:30
a.m., in Alumni Hall. Suskind, the senior national affairs writer for the
"Wall Street Journal" in Washington,
D. C, currently on sabbatical, will
speak on issues of diversity in American society following the annual Mass
of the Holy Spirit in the Egan Chapel
of St. Ignatius Loyola at 10:15 a.m.
The public is invited to attend.
Since joining the Journal in 1990,
Suskind has written about issues of
race, class and gender for the paper's
front page. His series about inner city
honor students and their struggles to
survive won the Pulitzer Prize for Feature Writing in 1995. Launched by that
series, his book, A Hope in the Unseen,
follows the three-year path of one such
honor student - the prickly and religious Cedric Jennings - as he attempts

Photo: Public Relations
Journalist Ron Suskind is this year's Convocation speaker

University offers packed
Student Activities calendar
By Maria DeRuccio
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
Moving in, meeting new people,
and getting adjusted are all part of the
first month at college. The University
has organized many new and exciting
activities to help the students relax and
forget about the hassles that accompany the start of another semester.
The first "Week of Welcome" included such activities as Casino Night
in the Quick Center, a College Drivein Movie in the QUAD featuring "Mission: Impossible II," and a trip to see
some of the hottest Broadway shows
in New York City. With all the activities planned last week, the students
were given many options. The most
popular event seemed to be the "Open
Bowling Shuttle" at Nutmeg Lanes.
About 200 students, more students
than the event anticipated, were
shuttled to and from the night of free
bowling.
Unfortunately, not all activities
were a success. Last weekend's
Stagstock 2000 was a complete flop.
The event took place last Saturday,
September 9th from 1pm until 11pm.
Five bands showed up to play music
in the QUAD, but only a handful of
FU students took part. Other than great
music, Stagstock offered free food
from Subway and Dominos, and giveaways including an $800.00 voucher

Photo: Mike Reimer
Students show off their bowling skills at Nutmeg Lanes.

towards Spring Break and many other gift
certificates. "It was really disappointing
to see such a lack of interest from students
since so much money and effort was exerted to create a fun campus event. I don't
understand how students could sit in their
rooms all day and not get off their butts to
see what was going on out there," said
Kim DiVincenzo ('02) after the unpopular Stagstock.
There are more activities to look forward to in the future. The Quick Center
is trying to start the new hot spot with
"Club Black Box." The Black Box will
create a club-like atmosphere and offer

students a night of free dancing and giveaways. Club Black Box will feature
theme nights such as Urban Explosion,
Latin, Seventies, Eighties, and a Mystery Night.
The "New Stag," which used to be
the Levee, will also be a place of entertainment. On September 15th, FUSA is
hosting their own rendition of SURVIVOR at 9:00 pm.
Mike Reimer, new director of student
activities, said, "I think it's going to be a
great year, there are awesome things to
do and I want to encourage all students
to take part in the events."

to escape from the ghetto and pursue a
degree at Brown University. Suskind's
book chronicles Cedric's experiences
from his junior year in high school
through his first year at Brown.
Praised by "The New York Times" as
"an extraordinary, formula-shattering
book" and the "Washington Post" as "a
tremendous empathetic leap," A Hope in
the Unseen is prompting national discussions about affirmative action, the role
of faith in American life, advancement
through higher education and how
bridges might be built across the divides
of race and income. Beyond the book's
social and political import, many readers respond simply to its unique emotional force. It has been distributed to all
Fairfield University first-year students as
well as faculty and will be discussed in
classes during the fall term. In addition,
the author has agreed to meet with students to discuss the book and answer
questions.
In the past year Suskind has appeared
on numerous television shows including:
the "Oprah Winfrey Show," ABC's
"Nightline" and "Good Morning
America," and has traveled extensively,
speaking at universities and conferences.
His stirring performances, written about
by newspapers across the country, combine "the best of inspiration and
edification," said Gerald Murphy, dean
of Harvard's Graduate School of Education, where Suskind addressed students
and faculty in 1998. "I've rarely seen a
writer of this caliber who can speak so
well," Dean Murphy continued. "In both
the written and the spoken word, Ron
offers stories that truly change people's
lives."
Suskind was formerly on the staff of
"The New York Times," the "St. Petersburg Times" and was editor of "Boston
Business" magazine. He has been a commentator on National Public Radio,
taught advanced journalism at Harvard
University and written about various subjects for national magazines - including
satire for "Harpers" and political analysis for "The New York Times' Magazine." A graduate of the University of
Virginia and the Columbia University
Graduate School of Journalism, Suskind
lives in Washington, D.C., with his wife
and two young sons.
A university-wide picnic at Alumni
Field will follow the convocation.
Classes for periods three, four and five
will be canceled so that students may attend Mass, the convocation and the picnic.

Don't forget, Periods
three, four and five
are cancelled on
Friday.
So, you have no
excuses ... go to
Convocation!
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Send your Cheers & Boos
to Box AA or email us at
mirror@fair 1 .fairfield.edu
... just put Cheers & Boos
in the subject

CLASSIFIEDS
After school tutoring/parents' helper for academic years, 15-20 hours per
week for twin nine year old fourth grade boys. Homework help, scheduling activities, sports; interest in education and reliability are major assets.
Driving essential. Non-smoking. $10 - $12/hour. Call Barbara at work:
203-256-8700 or email resume to Barbara at info@tgparch.com or fax to 203255-0004.
BABYSITTER - Reliable, concientious, prompt babysitter needed 1 or 2
afternoons/week (approximately 2-6 pm). Some weekend hours preferred,
but not required. Must provide own transportation. $10/hour. Verifiable
references imperative. 203-454-0121

*

Office of Admission
Tour Guides 2000-2001

Ct>$tf>ratulatiatts to the following students for being selected as four Guides for the 2000-2001 year!
leui-nctte liitello 'OS
Nkhttla* Ciiv-aTics '02
Christine Carey '03
Dean a Chmi-ano 'O!
Glenn Coffin 01
Ryan ("oMtiul "1)2
Sa;ah Courtney "03
Kevin F*tc!a *0>
Icnniler Fran^esr '02
Ktm <*ainc* '0.1
Knnbeily Citaucr 01

Je»m;er(»ic£oiy "0.1
Richie Grufft "03
Tiim»thy Harper "03
Scan Have* '03
Katie Hennery *02
Jennifer Ja«c*ina "02
Mart Kelly '02
Jill UBUIKS '02
JcnnifV-r! jiCroiy '02
.PatoiciaLi 02
Sarah Likas.cc "02*

Jennifer Locke "03
Jennifer Logan'O?
Lauren Marchiam* '03
Amanda Msit:ytu:ui '03
Nicole Mercadaftte '01
Buddy Miltt '02
Molly Mod«ki0i
Alii Moonan *02
Megan Noonati '03
Daniel O'Kccte "03
Tom Pjluio *0t
K" *•■;■#*.

Pal Pleshaw 01
Jc<c Plrwi-ay "03
Lisa Kii'-u,u-vi.i *03
Gerald Ruggieri '01
Michael Rtipp '0»
Ciiitlm KusAcli '02
Lauren Saney '07
fildie S caver* "03
Lisa Whitman '02
Laura Zo^by 02

Calendar of
Events
Thursday, September 14
Universal Dimensions Exhibit Opening by Wang Ming, Walsh Gallery, Thru
Dec. 17
IRP Meeting, Wien, 11:30am
Friday, September 15
/
Holy Spirit Mass, Egan Chapel, 10:15am Academic Convocation, Periods 3 & 4
cancelled, Alumni Hall, 11:15am
Campus Wide Picnic to follow, Bellarmine Lawn
Field Hockey v. Ohio State, 1pm
~"*»^-\
Mission Volunteer Reunion Retreat, Arrupe Center, 5pm
FUSA Gameshow: Survivor, Levee, 9pm
Club Black Box, 9pm, Quick Center
Saturday, September 16
Improv Workshop and Auditions for On the Spot, Pepsico
Field Hockey v. American, 11am
FUSA Jazz Band featuring Eric Donnelly, Levee, 9pm
Men's Soccer v. Rider, 7pm
Sunday, September 17
Leadership Conference, BUS, 8:30am
Mass, Egan Chapel, 1 lam, 7pm & 10pm
Friends of Nyselius, BLM Great Hall, 2pm
Athletics Meeting, SON Auditorium, 6pm
Student Court Meeting, FDR, 7pm
Faith Sharing, Campus Ministry, 8:30pm
Tuesday, September, September 19
Lector Meeting, Campus Ministry, 6pm
Suzanne Chamlin Exhibition Opening, Lukacs Gallery - Loyola, 5:30pm,
runs thru 10/12/00
Men's Soccer v. Siena, 7pm
Diversity Conference Workshop, Gonzaga Auditorium, 7pm
Wednesday, September 20
Lunchtime Entertainment, 11:30am, Dolan Dining Hall
Field Hockey v. Yale, 3:30pm
Career Planning Law School Panel, BUS, 5pm
Ebony Fashion Fair, Kelley Theater, 8pm

■

Cambridge University American Stage Tour Presents

Thursday, September 21
Phantom Of The Opera Trip Departs, 5:00pm, Alumni Hall
Friday, September 22
Starving Artists Mosaic, Levee, 7pm
Field Hockey v. URI, 7pm
FUSA Band: Life in General, Levee, 9pm *

: by William Shakespeare

Madnesslift great]ones;
"mus^nof unmatched go;

Saturday, September 23
Campus Urban Experience, 9:00am, Alumni Hall
FUSA Yankee Bus Trip
FUSA Comedian "Dan Wilson", Levee, 9pm
Sunday, September 24
Mass, Egan Chapel, 11am, 7pm & 10pm
Women's Soccer v. Navy, 1pm
Open Visions "Stephen Sondheim", Quick Center, 3pm
Student Court Meeting, FDR, 7pm
Monday, September 25
Mission Volunteer Info Meeting, Egan, 6:30pm
Tuesday, September 26
FUSA Band: Big Sky and the Snapple Tour, Noon
Eucharistic Ministers Meeting, Campus Ministry, 6pm
Men's Soccer v. Holy Cross, 7pm
Wednesday, September 27
Human Resources Brown Bag Lunch, BUS, noon
Career Planning Presentation, BUS 5pm, TDRC Presentation
AHANA Forum, SON Auditorium, 7pm

i u Monday,"
£<»pt$mber 2:5;
7:30 pm

*■'».

-

♦;

:

*

•

-

*
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Stamford Center for the Arts
Rich Forum • 307 Atlantic Street, Stamford, CT
Tickets $25/$20/$12.50 • Box Office (203) 325 4466

.fxi

Thursday, September 28
Eucharistic Ministers Training, Egan, 6pm
Free Open Bowling, Nutmeg Lanes, 9:30pm - Midnight
Friday, September 29
^— _
IRHG New England Day, Quad, 4pm
Women's Soccer v. Manhattan, 7pm
Freshmen Retreat, Ivoryton
FUSA Movie "Road Trip", Gonzaga Auditorium, 9pm
Club Black Box, 9:00pm, Quick Center
Saturday, September 30
FUSA Six Flags Great Adventure Trip
Campus Urban Experience, 9:00am, Alumni Hall
Football v. Iona, 1pm
FUSA Movie "Road Trip", Gonzaga Auditorium, 9pm

\
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Editorial Sc
Administration
kills the buzz
By Lori Rizzo
COMMENTARY EDITOR
It's hard to imagine that a
fully disastrous campus was in
the plans all along. Going from
bad to worse, this year's welcome back has left last year's
already bitter students in outrage. Fairfield has bitten off
way more than it could chew.
It began this summer with
rumors of the freshman class
overflowing the campus, turning an already chaotic situation into a circus. Step right
up folks, see the three-headed
freshman screaming from
Regis.
All of this is done, of course,
with the theory that Fairfield is
becoming a better place. Herds
of upperclassmen flock to eat
in Dolan, the Campus Center
has become a war zone, the
typical walk to class involves
a stop into a trailer park, a hop
over barbed wire, a step behind
a bulldozer slinging dirt, a visit
to the Oak Room to lug around
your own books, a stop into the
Levee, the failing campus bar
where nobody knows your
name, or cares to. You may
want to avoid all of these pitfalls, but don't even think about
driving. So this is a better
place?

Tuition in hand, the administration has proceeded to plow
directly over the students. While
tuition breaks were offered to
overly inconvenienced freshman for their housing situation,
the administration acts like the,
rest of us aren't being inconvenienced at all. The Mez is missing, the apartments without
Internet connections, the library
incomplete, the parking lots are
full and the commuters stand
helplessly in the middle of their
quaint New England campus
wearing hard hats. Two mounds
of dirt, directly in the center of
campus, have become the new
Fairfield mascot, assuring us
that no matter where we try to
hide, the insanity is sure to rear
its ugly head. With such a large
sandbox, why would anyone
dream of living at the beach?
And if you are a facilitator or
tour guide, ignore that last line
because we all know that the
beach is just a figment of our
imaginations. That's right, it's
the only place the administration
hasn't successfully destroyed.
But just wait, they're trying their
best to suck the fun right out of
this place. That is, if there ever
was any to begin with.
You want to have a keg in
your shiny new apartment?
Why not have one in the specially designed party room, conveniently lined with windows

from top to bottom? I'm sure
security will respect your privacy, unlike when they lied
about using surveillance cameras to look for alcohol in dorm
parking lots.
Or, have a keg in your townhouse. Register it, and make
sure you serve your of age
guests food, but not pretzels
and not chips because Fairfield
claims that those snack foods
aren't substantial enough to
soak up the alcohol you'll be
putting into your system. Instead, serve a meal, whip up a
baked ham, some stuffing with
gravy and an apple pie. That'll
be sure to sufficiently kill the
buzz.
Amidst all the confusion, at
a time when communication is
vital, Fairfield was also too
lazy to update the directory of
the longtime failing Fair 1
email system. They figure, less
parties if people aren't able to
find one another. Don't call the
operator, don't call housing,
don't bother.
The administration should
at least be considerate enough
to offer upperclassmen a few
breaks. After all, we won't be
the ones enjoying the 24-hour
diner in the Campus Center or
the technologically advanced
science center. So how about
it guys? A round of beers on
the house?

FUSA President Hayes pleads for support at beach
Fellow Students,
I hope that everyone has
settled in nicely by now and is
ready for a great year. I write
to you today in regards to the
situation at Fairfield Beach. I
regret that my first letter to the
student body has to focus on a
negative subject, when there are
so many positive things taking
place on campus. However, the
state of our town relations is so
volatile that I find it impossible
to ignore and only right that all
students be made aware of it.
As you may have heard,
there is an ordinance pending
in the Town of Fairfield's Representative Town Meeting that
would force student renters and
landlords to pay for the overtime of police officers who
have to make more than two
arrests in six months for violation of the noise ordinances.
Tim Healy, who serves as our

student representative on the
RTM, and I have been doing everything in our power to oppose
this ordinance, which is clearly

Complaints were
made about students' houses by
individuals who
live several blocks
away and could
not possibly have
been affected by
the noise.
Kevin Hayes'01
FUSA President
targeted at Fairfield students living at the beach.
The driving force behind this

ordinance is Colleen Sheridan,
a member of the RTM and
President of the Fairfield Beach
Residents Association. If her
name sounds familiar, you
probably have seen it in the local newspapers where she regularly expresses her repugnance
for Fairfield University and its
student body.
Ms. Sheridan and others like
to point out the misbehavior of
students who live at and visit
the beach. And I acknowledge
that many times unacceptable
behavior is displayed by some
students at the beach and I will
never defend this conduct nor
condone it.
However, over the weekend
it was members of Ms.
Sheridan's organization that
took part in the inappropriate
behavior. It has been reported
to me that on Friday and Saturday nights, members of the
FBRA were seen taking photo-

graphs and video taping students
at the beach. Also, complaints
were made about students
houses by individuals who live
several blocks away and could
not possibly have been effected
by the noise at these properties.
This behavior is more than bizarre; it is now hedging on harassment.
These individuals are trying
to catch students in illegal or
what they deem inappropriate
behavior so that they may
strengthen their argument to
pass the proposed ordinance that
will be voted in the RTM later
this month.
Please don't give them the
ammunition that they are seeking to humiliate our student
body. Student leaders have
worked too hard to improve the
students' standing in the town to
have this progress stunted. There
is nothing that they would enjoy more than to prove that the

situation at Fairfield Beach has
not improved, when we all
know very well that it has.
So, in closing, I ask you to
please not go to the beach this
weekend. There are many activities taking place on campus
this weekend that you can attend including "Survivor" in
the Levee with cash prizes and
an on-campus band performing
on Saturday.
Also, the Fairfield University Student Shuttle (FUSS
Bus) will be up and running
and will take you to any destination (except the beach) when
you call X FUSS (3877).
Again, I apologize for beginning the year on a negative
note and appreciate your understanding in this matter.
Sincerely, Kevin Hayes, '01
FUSA President

v
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A// submissions
due to box AA
by Monday.

With all ofthe construction, commotion and
chaos, do you regret coming to Fairfield?

\

X

No, I don't regret it, but the
housing situation makes it a lot
more unpleasant. I also feel bad
for the seniors, that they have to
go through these changes their
finalyear.
„GregMlze<02

It's a good school, but the school has no
backbone concerning the students'
rights in regards to living at the beach.
-- Dougjaser '01
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^^H
/ made greatfriends and thefaculty has
been helpful, but it seems the administration has not done much to help the
students.
- Mike Dew '02

I don't regret coming here,
but I'm not happy with the
construction because the
campus was beautiful before. I think they deceived
us in a way.
" Amy

Kuzma

i$3
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No, I like my classes, my professors and my dorm, but the construction sucks.
- Marissa Lanteri '04

Mirror changes with the times
So while freshmen piled into their
Regis triples and juniors in Claver prepared to ride a bus to Dolan for another
school year, The Mirror staff has been
Maybe the best things do come for
busy preparing for our publication
those who wait. But will any kind of
schedule. From a newspaper's narrow
bright future be worth the chaos that
perspective, times of change and confuwelcomed Fairfield students to camsion can be viewed as a positive.
pus this fall?
Foremost, there will never be a shortWhen Fairfield opened its doors last
age of news to cover. Every passing day
week to a host of undergraduates, stubrings the campus' construction projects
dent reactions seemed to be split based
closer to completion, and The Mirror
on their class year and housing plight.
will consistently be bringing you updates
Some students were disgruntled and
and commentary regarding all of these
some were overwhelmed. Some were
projects.
moved to tears.
Other issues, such as the annual nineWithout exception, no one has
month war at Fairfield Beach will also
lacked emotion over the past few days.
have a prominent place in the pages of
Change, it seems, will do such things.
this newspaper. Though the events at the
Change can also be painful, and that is
beach seem to follow a similar story-line
the case here at Fairfield.
every year, the names and faces are alIt would take the most oblivious
ways changing. For this reason and othobserver to not realize that life here at
ers, the controversy has all the ingrediFairfield will never be the same, conents needed for a great news story. We
sidering the launch of our new capital
hope that both students and townspeople
campaign, the announcement of the
alike can turn to The Mirror for accubenevolent gift of Charles Dblan and '
rate reporting on this evolving story.
his wife Helen and the campus' beauThe Mirror is also evolving Over the
tiful new apartment complex and lipast years, The Mirror has gone through
brary. It would take an equally oblivia host of changes, and that will not stop.
ous observer to not realize that the price
Last week, for instance, we launched our
has been high for these impending
new website, www.fairfieldmirror.com.
luxuries, and Fairfield's current stuThe site will allow The Mirror to reach
dents are holding the bill. The lives of
more readers, and also expand its covthe student body will improve over the
erage through story updates, polls, focoming weeks; anything less cannot be
rums, additional photography and origitolerated.
nal content. It is obviously a work in
By Paul Pennelli
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Think a lot.

progress, but we're hoping to make the
site an information portal that can be used
by the entire university community and
Fairfield alumni.

Without exception, no
one has lacked emotion
over the past few days.
Change, it seems, will
do such things. Change
can also be painful, and
that is the case here at
Fairfield.
Paul Pennelli
Editor-in-Chief
In addition to this change, The Mirror
will soon receive a long-overdue redesign
of its layout. Though the content in The
Mirror has improved dramatically in recent years, its layout and design has often lagged behind. We're placing a major
emphasis on the appearance of The Mirror this year, and when we publish our
first re-designed issue, I'm hoping that
you will not recognize your own school
newspaper.
Enjoy this week's issue and I hope you
are looking forward to picking up those
that will follow. Though life at Fairfield
will be unpredictable this year, you can
still count on The Mirror awaiting you
on Thursday morning.

Say what you think,

Write for Commentary

& Be Heard.

Email your letters to:
MIRROR

or Call Lori
x2533

X
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Wall Street Night
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
Learn about employment opportunities
with wall Streets' major investment
firms. Meet Fairfield alumni from cnase
Securities, Lehman Brothers, Goldman
Sachs, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley
Dean witter.
rd

DATE & TIME

October* 3
5:30-7:30

LOCATION

School of Bus.
Dining Room

DRESS

Business casual

Contact the career Planning center If you seek
additional information at X4081.
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Bridgeport judge pulls plug on University Field
By Matthew Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR
The normally bright lights of
Fairfield's University Field have been
temporarily snuffed. The eight, 40-foot
light towers that surround and illuminate
Fairfield's only artificial turf field will
remain off until further notice due to a
temporary injunction ordered by a
Bridgeport Superior court judge.
According to the Connecticut Post,
Bridgeport Superior Court judge David
W. Skolnick has granted a temporary injunction that prohibits the lights of University Field from being used after 6 p.m.
on weekdays and at no time during
weekends and holidays.
The injunction stems from last year's
lawsuit filed against the university by
four of its neighbors living on College
Park Drive. These residents of College
Park Drive live directly across from
University field and have issued several
complaints about field use, claiming that
the field's bright lights and sounds from
the PA system and normal field use are a
disturbance to their families.
According to the Connecticut Post,
the injunction included several other re-

photo: Nick Ouimet
Fairfield teams will no longer be permitted to play under the lights of University Field.

strictions regarding the use of the University Field. The bleachers and public
announce system must be moved to the
southern sideline, with the speakers
pointed away from College Park Drive.
The noise from the PA system, players,
coaches and fans must not exceed 50
decibels at the property line of any of the
residents who filed the suit (The Hearing Center in Ansonia describes 45 deci-

Want to write for
sports? Call Matt
T. at 2533.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Dolan Center
Personal stressors can often get in the way of you achieving your goals.

At Fairfield U, you don't have
to deal with your problems alone
anxiety ~ depression - disordered eating * loneliness ~ procrastination
substance abuse * family problems - academic stress ~ surviving trauma
gay/lesbian issues ~ self esteem - relationship conflicts ~ loss of a loved one

Call x2146 for an appointment
Individual counseling, crisis intervention, group support, psychiatric consultation, and referral

FAIL

2000 GROUPS <S PROGRAMS

Body Image & Healthy Eating (meets once a meek for week for A weeks) A group for
women who struggle with disordered eating - this group will help participants make peace
with food, and live with more joy and self-acceptance.
Clean, Sober & Alivel (meets weekly throughout the semester) A recovery support group
for those who have committed themselves to a clean and sober lifestyle. Participants will ■
be encouraged to share their successes and struggles in recovery on and off campus.
How much IS too much (meets weekly throughout the semester) A group for those who
wonder Do I drink too much? What is out of control? ... But, it's not that bad...(?)
Men's Work (meets weekly throughout the semester) A group for those concerned about
their ability to cope with and express anger in a healthy way. Participants will gain
understanding of the source of violence and learn strategies to become more proactive.
All you need is love...and a few Other things (meets once a week for 4 weeks) Having
a tough time in a relationship? Just had a painful break-up? This group will help you.
Participants will explore relationship dynamics, communication, and the unhealthy games.
6roups start the week of September 25*
For more information and to reserve a place, call x2i46 (space is limited)

bels as normal conversation and 70 is a
dog barking). The university is also required to replace the bushes and trees
that separated the two properties before
the installation of the field.
Fairfield University Athletic Director Eugene Doris says that the restrictions from the injunction have forced the
Athletic department to make field
changes in both practice and game

scheduling. "It's made it much more
difficult to accommodate University
and Prep, needs," Doris said.
The biggest problem facing the university now is wear and tear on its other
fields. According to Doris, many teams
on both the university and Fairfield
Prep, levels use the artificial turf field
as practice and game area. The
university's grass fields have been, and
will continue to be, overused.
Not only will varsity practices and
games be shifted to other fields, but
shutting down University Field means
that the intramural teams will have to
find a new place to play as well.
Doris said he does not know when
the situation can be resolved because
he feels that the residents of College
Park Drive have a very different view
of the situation than the university has.
He said that if the residents had it their
way, it would be impossible to have
anything on that field.
Until the injunction is lifted, the field
juggling will have to continue and athletes and coaches alike will be forced
to make due with what they're given.
"They don't realize how many people
this effects," Doris said.

Football looks toward Dukes
continued from pg. 12
ball for 17 minutes longer then the
Stags.
On a uncomfortably hot day, 17 extra minutes on the field took its toll on
the Fairfield defense. The Stags picked
the ball off four times, but by the end of
the game Fordham had worn the Stags
down, running 83 offensive plays and
compiling over 400-yards.
Senior linebacker Steve Norcini said
that the combination of the heat and the
time on the field hit the defense hard.
"It was extremely hot. Everyone was
excited for the first game, that only adds
onto the fatigue," Norcini said.
Norcini, who holds Fairfield's
single-season record for tackles with 93,
added that the defense looked great at
first, but the time the defense spent in
the heat and the physical play that
Fordham brought to the field "made it a
little tough out there."
A loss on opening day is never an

easy loss to swallow, but a win this weekend will make the team forget all about
their ugly trip to the Bronx. On Saturday the Stags will play their first MAAC
game of the year against rival and No. 1
ranked Duquesne. The Dukes were the
only team ranked above the Stags in the
pre-season MAAC poll and knocking
them off will put the Stags on pace for
another MAAC title.
"This is our season now. We want a
league championship above all else,"
Norcini said. "If we beat Duquesne, everyone else is chasing us. It doesn't get
much clearer what we have to do."
Kiesel continues to watch the
Fordham film. The offense is sputtering, the defense is worn down, but Kiesel
isn't worried. The experience of the loss
makes him all the more confident about
the rest of the season. "This is going to
be a great game for us. We have to learn
from it. It's what we do around here."

The Top 5 things about
being the new Sports Editor
1. I've got an assistant I get to yell at.
2. I can brag about our nationally ranked
men's soccer team when I hang out at the
water cooler with all my sports editor
friends.
3. Last year's Sports Editor, Matthew
"House of Payne, has taught me everything
he knows about the "magic" which is
Mirror sports,
4. I get paid to watch and write about sports.
What else do you need?
5. I now have access to the phone numbers
of every girl on the field hockey and lacrosse
teams. Yeah, I know. It's a good job.
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Stags rumbled in the Bronx
Football drops opener 34- 7 to Fordham University
By Matthew Thompson
SPORTS EDITOR
Head Coach Kevin Kiesel and his
staffhave had better Sundays. Although
the sun was shinning down on the rest
of campus, the only light that touched
the inside ofthe football office was the
soft, flickering blue coming from the
game film. Kiesel, and the rest of
Fair-field's football gurus, were picking
apart Saturday's 34-7 season opening
loss the Fordham University trying to
figure out what went wrong.
It was all there on film. The offense
never found any sort of rhythm. The
defense gave up 263-yards rushing after absorbing about a season's worth of
pounding. ThreeFordhaminterceptions
and zero Fairfield points offfour turnovers. But despite all these factors,
Kiesel said the biggest reason the Stags
stumbled on openingdaywas something
not as easily seen on film as tackles and
turnovers. The Stags simply lacked
emotion.
"We didn't come to play and we
didn't play with any emotion. We had
plenty of opportunities to take over,"
Kiesel said of Fairfield's four interceptions. "Fordham tumedtheirturnovers
into points and we didn't. We didn't
make things happen."
Kiesel gave credit to the Fordham
players who were in the midst of Divisiorri-AA's longest losing streak.
Fordhamhadn't recorded a win since
1998, going winless last season and losing their 2000 season opener the week

photo: NickOuimet
SeniorAdamFerreri carried seven times for 48-yaixfeinalosing effort againstFordharn.

before. Matched up against Fairfield, a
team who has grown all to accustomed
to winning games, Fordham was finally
able to come out on top.
"The kids from Fordham wanted to
win so badly. Our kids expected to win
because we win. We learned a valuable
lesson," Kiesel said.
The Stags kept the game close for most
ofthe first half Late second quarter, the
Stags tied the game at seven when quarterback and sophomore Mike Cerchio
connected with senior tight end Jason
Cowley for a 57-yard touchdown reception. ItwouldbetheonlytimetheStags
reached the end zone in the game.

Cowley, a four-year starter, was a
bright spot on an otherwise dim day for
the Stags. The 6-foot-7,205-pound
Cowley finished the day with four
catches for 122-yards, becoming only
the fourth Fairfield receiver to collect
100 receiving yards in a game.
Perhaps knowing that no one player
could fill the shoes of now graduated
quarterback and Fairfield great Jim
Lopusznick, the Stags rotated a pair of
underclassmen at QB. Cerchio was 6for-17 in the game, totaling 100-yards,
one touchdown and one interception.
Cerchio started one game last season
when Lopusznick was sidelined witha

knee injury and as a freshmen he tied a
Fairfield record by throwingfour touchdown passes in a game.
Fellow sophomore Paul Gorra was 2for-12, with 56-yards passing and two
interceptions in the game. The Stag
ground attack was lead by senior running back Adam Ferreri who carried
seven times for 48-yards.
The Stag offense could only muster
234-yards to Fordham's 470, and was
only 2-for-14 on third and fourth down
conversions. This lack of Fairfield offense created a lop-sided time ofpossession margin, withFordham owning the
See"Football"onpg. 11

Sweet
Sixteen
Undefeated men's soccer team ranked 16th in the nation
By Matthew Payne"MANAGING EDITOR
Undefeated in four games. Three
shutouts andawin over Big East member Providence College. What does this
equate to? Notjust the best start in the
history of men's soccer at Fairfield, but
recognition as the 16th ranked team in
the men's collegiate soccer National
PoU.
Anumber ofFairfield's athletic teams
have been ranked nationally in the past,
most recently women's soccer, women's
volleyball and men's lacrosse, but no
team lias ever attained status as high as
16th. It is a commendable accomplishment for an athletic program of
Fairfield's size and serves as testament
to the hard work the team has put forth
this season and the few seasons prior.
The Stags climbed seven spots from

23rd last week, with an impressive win
over Providence (3-2) and shutout of
MAAC foe Manhattan (4-0).
Despite losing their top scorer, Barry
OTJriscoll (11 goals, 7 assists), to graduation last May, the Stags have shown no
signs ofregression. In fact, they appear
to be gelling as a team like never before.
With a solid combination of talented
youngplayers and experienced veterans,
the Stags control their own destiny. The
nucleus of players now dressed in red and
white are prime contenders for their second straight MAAC Tournament Championship.
One ofthe strongest areas ofthe Stags'
arsenal is the midfield, led by senior
standout David Mancini. Mancini's contributions last season were nine goals and
four assists and he will be the prime target for opposing defenses. Junior Rob
DeFaveri and Senior Ryan Miosek will
provide great support for Mancini in the

midfield to make for an extremely dangerous attack. DeFaveri scored 11
points last season with four goals and
three assists and Miosek is coming offa
solid season, appearing in all 21 games.
Also providing support in the
midfield are seniors Kyle Cleary, A.J.
Colantoni and Marco Ceresa. Sophomores Spencer Collum and Bryan
Harkin will also take on important roles
this season. Collum comes off a fourgoal season and Harkin is back for a full
season afterahroken arm duringthe first
part ofthe campaign last year.
The Stags' defensive presence will
also be strong. Junior Mark Deitz and
senior Sebastian Wojdaszka will be the
mainstays on the defensive end. Deitz
received all-MAAC honors last season
and Wojdaszka, an All-MAAC Stag in
1998, returns this season after missing
lastyearwithashoulderinjury. Rounding out the defense is sophomore Patrick

Wiseman,juniorAaron Kingi and senior
JimHankard. Kingi is starting for his
third consecutive season, and was AllMAAC first team in both ofhis first two
seasons.
Stopping all the shots in the net is
junior Roger Noll who has already tallied three shut-outs this season. Last
season Noll had 1.16 goals against average and three shutouts.
Noll has some competition in net this
season with two standout freshman goalies backing him. Gerry Abbey was allleague at St. Joseph's High School and
StevenWieczorekwasagraduateofSt.
Peter's Prep.
Some other newcomers are
midfielders Andy Smith andAdamBraz,
forward Justin Thompson and defender
Ben Utter, all ofwhich have impacted
immediately.
The Stags are 16th in the nation. ..and
with all these weapons, on the rapid rise!

